




Cut the Cake 

Source: Sinor, Jean; Kodály Levels, Indiana University Bloomington 1987-1991; l
earned from Diana Byers Pannell in 2016

Game

Formation: Standing circle; All sing and do motions of words while “cake cutter”
walks around outside of circle. On “make” all hold hands; on “cake” cake cutter
’slices’ between two people. Then they run in opposite directions while cake-cutter
holds out their hands. When runners meet on opposite side of circle they must stop
and shake hands, then continue. The first one to tag the cake-cutters hand is the
next cake-cutter. Pro tip: Once a student has a turn to run they don’t get another
turn even if they didn’t win.
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One Bottle of Pop
A scout song, Learned from Erin Dunne

Activity/ fun:

Sing all three songs in a round at the phrase or as three partner songs. My students
have enjoyed singing this at our annual campfire sing-a-long.



Hop old Squirrel 
Source: Sinor, Jean; Kodály Level I, Indiana University 1987; learned from Diana Byers Pannell in 2016

Game
Students stand in circle and pass a squirrel on the beat while singing. When the song is over the
person holding the squirrel is out.

A ram Sam Sam/ A pizza Hu  
Moroccan nonsense song/ traditional American campfire song; Source: Erin Dunne, BPS Music Teacher
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A.  Piz   za Hut, A     Piz  za Hut, Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Pizza Hut, Mc-

Donald’s,   Mc    Donald’s,  Kentucky Fried Chicken  and a Pizza Hut.

Land of he Silver Birch 
Traditional Canadian Folk song 

Canoe Song
Attributed to Native Americans,

however it was  written by Margret Ember McGee, in 1918

Important Social Context: In 2017 school administrators at the High Park Alternative
Public School in Toronto Ontario characterized the song as racist. In a letter to parents
they said "While its lyrics are not overtly racist ... the historical context of the song is
racist." Other experts disagreed with this assertion and the music teacher who had the
song performed at a school concert sued the administration for defamation.

Rock passing Game:
Seated circle; Action using rocks/bean bags/egg shakers: Beat 1: rock in front of left knee, Beat 2: rock
extended in front of their left knee, Beat 3: rock extended in front of the right knee, Beat 4: release rock
in front of left neighbor.


